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Despite its broad success describing fundamental particles, the Standard Model (SM) is
incomplete in its description of neutrinos, as it does not include the possibility for non-zero
masses which are empirically observed. Extensions to the SM can be built on the exis-
tence of additional neutrino mass eigenstates, that may help to understand the nature of the
observed dark matter in our Universe. The BeEST (pronounced "beast") experiment is a
search for such additional neutrino masses in the recoil energy spectrum for electron capture
decay of 7Be. Here, detailed GEANT4 simulations are constructed to model the low-energy
physics response for detection of this decay using Superconducting Tunnel Junctions (STJs)
to reconstruct the neutrino mass eigenstates. This Thesis provides a proof-of-concept that
GEANT4 can be used for sub-eV-scale simulations of detector physics and can recreate the
working principle of STJ detectors. Furthermore, this work provides a foundation for fur-
ther advances in ultra-low-energy general physics simulations in GEANT4 by implementing
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Neutrinos are fascinating particles that are poorly understood in the Standard Model
(SM). Despite its many successes in describing the interactions of other fundamental par-
ticles, the Standard Model fails to capture many of the neutrinos’ fundamental properties.
Contrary to the predictions of the Standard Model, observations of neutrino oscillations
nearly 20 years ago provided conclusive proof that neutrinos have mass [1, 2]. This launched
a search for further neutrino physics Beyond the Standard Model (BSM). In particular, many
physicists theorize that neutrinos are not exclusively left-handed fermions, a property unique
to neutrinos in the Standard Model, and that an elusive right-handed neutrino may exist.
This work is part of an experiment that aims to measure the mass eigenstate of a fourth
neutrino through observations of nuclear recoil after Electron Capture (EC) decay. In order
to interpret these low-energy measurements, detailed simulations are required to understand
the detector’s internal dynamics and model the predicted response to new physics.
1.1 The Standard Model
The SM has allowed physicists to unify field and group theory in order to accurately
describe three out of the four fundamental forces [3], leading to some of the most accurate
predictions about the universe at the smallest scales of measurement [4]. The SM uses math-
ematical symmetries to describe interactions between fundamental particles, with Quantum
Electrodynamics (QED) and weak interactions collectively described as electroweak theory
and the SU(2) × U(1) symmetry group, and the strong force described by the SU(3) sym-
metry group [3]. Additionally, as a field theory, the SM uses a Lagrangian to describe the
scalar, vector, and spinor components of fields and their interactions. These mathematical
formalisms predict three generations of matter, as depicted in Figure 1.1, along with the
particles that mediate the interactions between them.
1
three generations of matter
(fermions)
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Figure 1.1: The elementary particles of the Standard Model [5]
However, the SM is incomplete. Despite its success describing the universe at its smallest
scales, the SM is irreconcilable with General Relativity (GR) because the latter fails re-
normalization [6]. This failure means that GR cannot be quantized and therefore lacks a
particle description [6]. While the topic of integrating the SM with GR is left to quantum
gravity theorists, the SM has been shown to be incorrect in only one instance: massive
neutrinos [1, 2].
The three flavors of neutrinos belong to a group of particles called Fermions, each of
which is described by the Dirac equation (Equation 1.1) if its particle and antiparticle are
unique, or the Majorana Equation (Equation 1.2) if it is its own antiparticle [7]. However, all
observed Fermions described by the SM are distinct from their antiparticles, and therefore
follow the Dirac Equation. Numerous searches for Majorana particles are ongoing, however
this property has not yet been violated experimentally.
(iγµ∂µ −m)ψ(x) = 0 (1.1)
−iγµ∂µψ + imψ∗ = 0 (1.2)
2
Chirality is the last relevant physical property of Fermions in this context. Described
by Equation 1.3 for Dirac particles, chirality is a frame-independent quantity that measures
how a particle’s spin relates to its momentum. Chirality is very similar to helicity, which
holds that a particle is right-handed if its spin and direction of travel are in the same
direction, and left-handed if they are in opposite directions. However, boosting the reference
frame to a speed greater than that of the particle can change the helicity of the particle.
Therefore, when describing spin-dependent theories, the SM uses chirality in order to be
frame independent. For this work, the most notable chiral theory is the weak interaction,









where γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3
(1.3)
1.1.1 Neutrinos in the Standard Model
As shown in Figure 1.1, there are three generations of neutrinos - electron, muon, and tau
neutrinos - each named after the corresponding generation of matter. In the SM, neutrinos
are left-handed Dirac Fermions. The Standard Model predicts that each of these neutrinos
is identically massless, however numerous experiments have found evidence of each neutrino
having a very small mass [1, 2]. Because neutrinos are difficult to directly observe, the best
limit that has been placed on the neutrino mass is an upper limit of 1.1 eV (90% CL) [9]
from tritium β decay.
Neutrino mass was first considered after measurements of solar neutrinos observed a much
smaller quantity of electron neutrinos than was predicted. In 1967, Pontecorvo predicted
that the three neutrinos states could potentially be a superposition of multiple nonzero mass
eigenstates. These states would each have slightly different velocities because of the dif-
ferences in mass, and thus the neutrino would be observed to oscillate between the mass
eigenstates [10]. This results in a matrix that relates the mass and flavor states of the neu-
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In this matrix, the element Uαi is related to the probability of measuring the mass eigen-
state i from neutrino flavor α. Thinking of this matrix as a 3 × 3 rotation matrix, we can
describe the relationship between states in terms of “mixing” angle and phase between these
states, which collectively describe physical information about the mass eigenstate and the
probability of which flavor is created. This probability is described by Equation 1.5, where
|∆m2ij| = |m2i −m2j |, and δαβ is the Kronecker delta between two flavor states [11].
















Solar and atmospheric neutrino studies can provide information about the relative infor-
mation about the mass splittings, but neither absolute masses nor the hierarchy of masses
(which mass eigenstate is heaviest) can be derived from this information. The experimentally
measured values are shown in Equation 1.6 [11, 12].




1.1.2 Evidence for Sterile Neutrinos
This direct contradiction to SM predictions requires a mathematical extension to the
Standard Model in order to incorporate massive neutrinos. Other particles in the SM are
allowed to have nonzero mass through a coupling to the Higgs field. However, the neutrino
mass cannot be explained through the Higgs mechanism because the mixing ratio between
neutrinos would need to be much smaller than what is observed [13]. The most simple
extension to the SM would be to assume that neutrinos are Majorana particles, and to
introduce a Majorana term to the Higgs field. This term is shown in Equation 1.7, but
4
it would make neutrinos the only fundamental Majorana Fermion. This possibility has
motivated searches processes, such as neutrinoless double-beta decay [14], that require the
neutrino to be a Majorana fermion.
1
Meff
(h0νe − h+e)2 (1.7)
If the opposite assumption is taken, that the neutrino is a Dirac Fermion, a similar Dirac
term can be introduced to give the neutrino mass. This term introduces a new right handed
neutrino field, so this theory would make neutrinos consistent with other Fermions by giving
them a right-handed counterpart and by keeping them as Dirac particles. However, this
theory fails to explain the huge difference between the electron and neutrino mass, which
differ by a factor of ≈ 5× 104 [13].
To address this disparity, the Seesaw Mechanism introduces both a Dirac and Majorana
mass term to the SM [13]. The Dirac component would serve to give the left-handed neutrinos
mass, whereas the Majorana term introduces a right-handed neutrino. To explain the mass
disparity, the Seesaw Mechanism couples the two terms together so that the mass of the
left-handed neutrinos is dependent on the mass of the right-handed neutrino(s)1. This is
described in Equation 1.8, where v/
√
2 is the vacuum expectation of the Higgs field [13].
With sufficiently large masses of the right-handed neutrino(s), this reproduces the observed
lightness of the left-handed neutrinos. The neutrino introduced by this process is predicted
to behave very similarly to the known generations of neutrinos, including oscillating with
other neutrino flavors identically to how oscillation currently works between the left-handed
neutrinos. However, it does not interact with the weak force because it is right-handed,










1Some theories introduce three right-handed neutrinos instead of a single neutrino in order to resolve the
lack of symmetry between the generations of left- and right-handed couplings [8].
5
Different formulations of the Seesaw Mechanism predict sterile neutrino energies ranging
from keV-scale to GeV-scale. However, some of the highest energy formulations incur stability
issues that lower energy formulations fix with a spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism
[15]. Additionally, because sterile neutrinos are heavy particles that only interact with
gravity, they are an excellent candidate for warm dark matter (WDM) [16]. Furthermore,
sterile neutrinos could provide insight into the baryonic asymmetry of the universe [16].
Motivated by the above discussion on the implications of sterile neutrinos, many studies
have tried to observe evidence of their existence. These studies fall into two groups, those
that attempt to indirectly measure the mass of the sterile neutrino through β decay, and
astronomical studies that place limits on the mixing of the sterile neutrino at various energies.
These are shown, respectively, in Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3. The horizontal axis on both plots
shows the hypothetical mass of a sterile neutrino, and the vertical axis shows the relative
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Figure 1.2: Exclusion limits on sterile neutrino admixture from β decay [17]
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Figure 1.3: Exclusion limits on sterile neutrino admixture from astronomical data [15]
In Figure 1.3, the solid lines represent limits based on simple extensions to the SM
with a single Fermion of a given mass and admixture [15]. These extensions are much
more model-independent than some other studies, such as those by the ATHENA X-ray
telescope [18], which depends much more highly on the mechanism that the sterile neutrino
is added to the SM. Model-dependent exclusion regions are shown with dashed lines in
Figure 1.3. Additionally, limits on the mass and admixture of the sterile neutrino can be
imposed from other astrophysical limits. The vertical line at 410 eV is calculated as the
phase-space exclusion limit from the Pauli Exclusion Principle [19], and coincides with the
400 eV limit from WDM theories of DM halos on observable galactic density profiles [20].
Additionally, based on the theorized abundances of light elements produced during Big Bang
Nucleosynthesis (BBN), a lower bound for the possible admixture can be calculated [21], and
is shown as the dashed green line in Figure 1.3. Lastly, independent studies of galaxy clusters
have found an unexplained excess of 3.5 keV X-rays [22, 23]. This hints at the decay of a 7 keV
dark matter particle, which motivates laboratory based experiments such as the experiment
described in this Thesis.
7
1.2 β Decay Momentum Reconstruction
Neutrinos are produced in nuclear β decay (and Electron Capture (EC)), as described in
Equations 1.10 and 1.11, where Z is the number of protons, N is the number of neutrons,
and A is the number of nucleons [8]. The leading-order Feynman diagrams are shown in



















Z−1WN+1 + νe (1.11)
Figure 1.4: Leading-order Feynman diagram for β− (left) and β+ (right) decay [24]
Figure 1.5: Leading-order Feynman diagram for EC decay [24]
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As Equations 1.10 and 1.11 show, the emission of a neutrino or anti-neutrino is required
to conserve the lepton number. EC decay and β+ decay are similar in that they produce
the same daughter nucleus, but in EC decay an electron is absorbed from the parent, rather
than a positron created during the decay. Each of these decay paths is only possible if the
daughter nucleus is more tightly bound than the parent. By conservation of energy, the
change in energy levels between the parent and daughter nuclei must be emitted in the form
of new particles or kinetic energy. This is quantified by the Q-value of the reaction, which
must be positive for radioactive decay, and is equal to the difference in the mass between the









ZX)−m( AZ−1W )−mνe − 2me)c2
(1.12)
In order to study the 7 keV region of interest at greater sensitivity than the studies shown
in Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3, a novel method of detection was presented in [17]. Rather than
observing β± decay, EC decay is chosen because it results in a two body system and produces
monoenergetic neutrinos. While capturing the full energy of the neutrino is impossible, by
measuring the recoil energy of the daughter nucleus we can reconstruct the mass of the
neutrino [17]. The recoil energy is described by Equation 1.13, where mν is the mass of the
neutrino and md is the mass of the daughter nucleus. Equation 1.14 shows the energy given






QEC ∗ (QEC + 2 ∗mν)
2 ∗ (QEC +md +mν)
(1.14)
However, pure EC decaying nuclei are rare because EC decay competes with β+ decay
in nearly all cases. The only exception is if the −2mec2 term in Equation 1.12 reduces Qβ+
below zero. In that case, EC decay can still be energetically favorable while β+ decay is
energetically forbidden. This happens for a total of 12 nuclei on the nuclear chart, as shown
9
by Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Pure EC decay system information [17]
Parent QEC Branching Ratio T1
2
Recoil
Nucleus (keV) (EC to the GS) (eV)
7Be 861.89(7) 89.56(4) 53.22(6) d 56.826(9)
37Ar 813.9(2) 100. 35.01(2) d 9.618(5)
41Ca 422.3(1) 100. 9.9(2) ×104 y 2.336(2)
49V 601.9(8) 100. 330(15) d 3.97(1)
51Cr 752.4(6) 90.07(1) 27.704(3) d 5.965(9)
53Mn 596.9(6) 100. 3.7(4) ×106 y 3.612(7)
55Fe 231.1(5) 100. 2.744(9) y 0.522(2)
81Kr 281(2) 99.70(2) 2.3(1) ×105 y 0.523(5)
97Tc 320(4) 100. 4.21 ×106 y 0.57(2)
131Cs 355(5) 100. 9.69(2) d 0.52(1)
137La 580.5(17) 100. 6 ×104 y 1.321(8)
163Ho 2.555(16) 100. 4670 (25) y 0.0000264 (8)
From these 12 cases, the 7Be −→ 7Li transition is selected as the best candidate for three
reasons. First, it is the simplest parent and daughter nucleus, which will produce the cleanest
data and will minimize the number of nuclear and atomic effects that need to be accounted
for when determining the exclusion region. Second, it produces the lightest daughter nucleus,
which maximizes the recoil energy. In principle, a larger recoil energy is easier to measure,
and results in the largest change in recoil because of mν . This effect is plotted for all 11
nuclei in Figure 1.6. Finally, 7Be is chosen because it has a convenient half-life of 53.22(6)
days, allowing for preparation of a sample prior to measurement.
1.2.1 7Be EC Decay Kinematics
When observing the decay of 7Be, four peaks are expected in an ideal spectra. Each
decay has a 10.44% chance of decaying into an excited state of 7Li and a 89.56% chance of
decaying into the ground state [25]. Additionally, each decay has a 5-10% chance of capturing
an L shell electron rather than a K shell electron [17]. Combined, these two effects cause
four distinct peaks, called K-GS (K-capture to the Ground State), K-ES (K-capture to the
Excited State), L-GS (L-capture to the Ground State), and L-ES (L-capture to the Excited
10
Figure 1.6: Daughter nuclear recoil energy from EC-GS decay for varying neutrino mass for
several decay candidates [17]
11
State), in order of highest to lowest energy.
The K-capture decay cases are offset from the corresponding L-capture decay cases by a
54.70(5) eV Auger electron [17]. This emission has a half life between 1 and 100 fs, which
causes a noticeable Lorentzian broadening of these peaks. Secondly, the decays to the excited
state have a different decay Q value due to the 477 keV γ. Instead of giving the 7Li a 56.826(9)
eV recoil energy, this reduces the initial recoil to only 11.296(4) eV. The excited state has a
half life of 72 fs, and the 7Li will gain 17.45 eV of energy on average. However, because the
7Li may not have fully stopped before the γ decay, the recoil energy does not simply add to
the total energy, instead producing a Doppler-broadened energy around 28.747(4) eV [17].
These four peaks are shown in Figure 1.7, along with the contribution from a 100 keV sterile
neutrino with a 10−3 admixture [17].
Figure 1.7: Calculation of an idealized spectrum from 7Be EC Decay [17]
For most nuclear physics applications, only accounting for those effects would yield ac-
ceptable results. However, we must be much more careful in searches for new physics. These
effects include Inner Bremsstrahlung (IB), shaking effects, and internal conversion.
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IB radiation occurs in EC decay as the electron is accelerated towards the nucleus through
its strong electric field. When this happens, sometimes a γ-ray can be emitted. This com-
plicates the decay mode because the energy is then shared between the three particles, with
most of the difference in energy coming at the expense of the neutrino, although a distribu-
tion of 7Li energies is expected as well. The distribution of γ energies were calculated for us
by Dr. Xavier Mougeot, and are shown in Figure 1.8 [26].
Another set of effects that will need to be considered are shaking effects. Shaking occurs
as a result of the rapid transition from 7Be to 7Li, and the associated change in atomic
energy levels. As the electron shells shift to keep up with the change in nucleus, there is a
small chance that an electron may find itself in a higher shell than it was previously in. This
effect is known as shake-up. Alternatively, an electron could be shaken completely off of the
atom, an effect known as shake-off. Both of these effects will need to be considered in order
to reach higher exclusion limits, however neither is in the scope of this Thesis. Similarly,
there is a chance that ES 7Li nuclei could de-excite via Internal Conversion (IC) rather than
by γ emission. While this effect will also need to be considered in the future, it is not in the
scope of this Thesis.
13
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Figure 1.8: Theoretical energy distribution of IB γ-rays [26]
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CHAPTER 2
SUPERCONDUCTING TUNNEL JUNCTIONS AS RADIATION DETECTORS
Regardless of which nucleus is chosen for momentum reconstruction via EC decay, the re-
coil energy differences that would indicate the existence of a heavy neutrino are very small, so
detectors with an energy resolution on the eV scale are required. Our experiment will use Su-
perconducting Tunnel Junction (STJ) detectors in order to achieve the resolution and count
rates required to resolve the different decay channels and gather adequate statistics. These
detectors operate similarly to semiconductor detectors, but make use of the ≈ 1000× smaller
energy and temperatures of 0.1 K in order to theoretically achieve resolutions
√
1000 ≈ 30
times better than germanium detectors [17, 27].
2.1 Superconductivity
Superconductivity is characterized by the sharp transition to zero resistivity below a crit-
ical temperature Tc and the expulsion of magnetic fields from the material. In superconduc-
tors at these temperatures, the phonon screening in the material overcomes the Coulombic
repulsion between electrons, causing them to form a bound state known as a Cooper pair
[17, 27, 28]. The potential generated by this effect is shown in Figure 2.1, where the binding
energy is equal to 2∆, which is typically on the order of 1 meV. This creates an energy gap
within the density of states (DOS) which separates excited electron and hole states. This
is shown in the semiconductor representation in Figure 2.2. When Cooper pairs are broken
by thermal fluctuations or other energy sources, electron-like and hole-like excitations are
created and are collectively referred to as quasiparticles.
2.2 Superconducting Tunnel Junction Detectors
When two superconductors are separated by a thin insulating barrier, quasiparticles and
Cooper pairs on one side of the detector can tunnel across the barrier to fill empty states
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Figure 2.1: Electron excitation energy in
a superconductor as a function of wave
number k [27]
Figure 2.2: Superconducting DOS in the
semiconductor representation. At non-
zero temperatures, a small population of
thermal quasiparticles occupies electron
and hole states [27]
on the other side [27, 29]. Applying a bias voltage V0 between the two superconductors
lets the Superconducting Tunnel Junction (STJ) measure the deposited energy as a current
between the two superconductors. This works because energy deposited in the detector
breaks Cooper pairs and creates a number of quasiparticles proportional2 to the original
energy [27]. They tunnel through the barrier before recombining into Cooper pairs, where
they can be measured as a temporary increase in current. To increase the signal, a second
superconductor with a smaller bandgap can be placed near the insulating barrier in order to
trap the quasiparticles near the barrier, which improves tunneling times and decreases loss
due to recombination in the absorber. A diagram of this system and process is shown in
Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4.
As simple as Figure 2.4 looks, the process of converting deposited energy into tunneling
current is not simple. In the case of incident photons, absorption initially results in one or
2While ideally proportional, the relationship is not experimentally observed to be strictly linear [30]. Nev-
ertheless, it can be approximated as such in this context.
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Figure 2.3: An illustration of an STJ with
an additional trapping layer with a lower
bandgap [27]
Figure 2.4: The operating mechanism of
STJ detectors, with an external X-ray
source as an example [27]
more high-energy electrons, while the radioactive decay of an embedded nucleus will generate
a heavy ion with some momentum. These primary particles will gradually slow down by
interacting and sharing their energy with electrons, most of which will cause additional
cascades as they slow. Eventually, the speed of the electron cascade will slow to the point
where they begin to strongly couple to the lattice and generate high energy phonons. The
phonons will break Cooper pairs and generate quasiparticles until no phonons possess energy
greater than 2∆ [27]. Approximately 60% of the energy is converted into quasiparticles,
where 40% of the energy is lost to a bath of phonons without enough energy to break
Cooper pairs [27]. Previous Monte Carlo simulations have determined that the number of
quasiparticles generated in this process has a statistical deviation represented by Equation
2.1, where E is the deposited energy, F is the Fano factor ≈ 0.2, and ǫ ≈ 1.7∆ is the mean
energy necessary to generate a quasiparticle [27]. Because STJ detectors have much energy
gaps ≈ 1000× smaller than typical semiconductor detectors, this allows ideal STJ detectors
to have orders of magnitude better resolution [27].
δE2Statistical = ǫEF (2.1)
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To decrease the quasiparticle leakage current, the number of thermally excited states
is decreased by lowering the detector’s temperature. In addition, Cooper pairs can tunnel
across the barrier. In the absence of any bias voltage between the two electrodes, Cooper
pairs will tunnel across the barrier with a current up to ±IC , which is a function of the
transmissivity of the insulating barrier [27]. This effect, known as the DC Josephson current,
can be suppressed with a magnetic field applied parallel to the tunnel barrier [27]. Also, at




Known as the AC Josephson effect, this current is in the GHz range and is not observed
directly. However, when the wavelength of the AC current matches the dimensions of the
tunnel junction, resonances known as Fiske modes will form in the IV curve [27]. Finally,
above V = 2∆
e
, the applied voltage is capable of breaking Cooper pairs, sharply increasing
the tunneling current to that of a normal metal, defined by the resistance RN [27]. This
I(V ) curve is shown in Figure 2.5. Additional sources of error include multiple-tunneling
probabilities and noise from the current amplifier, however those error sources are currently
out of scope of this research.
Figure 2.5: I(V) curve for an STJ at non-zero temperature [27]
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2.3 The BeEST Experiment
2.3.1 Experimental Setup
The STJs used in this experiment were fabricated with tantalum (Ta) as the absorber and
aluminium (Al) as the trap material. To construct the detector, first a thin Niobium layer is
deposited, followed by a 165 nm Ta layer, a 50 nm Al layer, a 1 nm Al2O3 layer, another 50
nm Al layer, and a final 165 nm Ta layer. As shown in Figure A.1, several different sizes of
STJ are grown simultaneously, but only the (68µm)2 detector was used for this experiment.
For a more detailed description of the experimental setup, see Appendix A.
Figure 2.6: Image of a Superconducting Tunnel Junction Detector [27]
In order to measure the recoil on the 7Be, the ions must be implanted directly into the
outer layer of the superconductor to reduce the probability of any radiation type not deposit-
ing partial energies. For the BeEST, this is performed at the TRIUMF Isotope Separator
and Accelerator rare-isotope beam facility [31]. Over a 16 hour implantation period, ap-
proximately 2 × 1012 7Be and 7Li ions were implanted into the chip, with approximately
8× 1010 of those ions being implanted into the two 68 µm STJs [17]. Future implantations
will feature ion screening in order to reduce the amount of 7Li in the beam. Some amount
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of 7Li is expected as a result of the decay of 7Be, however large quantities of 7Li damaged
the detector in the first implantation run [17].
2.3.2 Observed Spectra
While the idealized energy spectra shown in Chapter 1 looks very clean, unfortunately
reality is much more complicated. Figure 2.7 shows the best attempt at fitting the real data
and accounting for physical and emergent effects [17]. In comparison to the idealized energy
spectra, the real data is much broader than we had originally expected. Furthermore, there
are a number of additional features that were not included in the idealized spectra.
As mentioned above, the amount of 7Li implanted into the absorber damaged the detector.
This damage caused a loss of resolution that broadened every peak in the data. This damage
was extreme enough that the detector was unable to resolve the laser calibration peaks,
and therefore the energy calibration in Figure 2.7 was performed using a rough two-point
calibration. After modeling the background as the sum of two exponentials, we observe a
number of additional features in the data.
First, both K-capture peaks appear to have a large low energy tail. We hypothesize that
this is from Auger electrons escaping the detector before they deposit their entire energy.
The shape of this energy loss should be dependent on the depth of implantation and the dE
dx
curve of the electron, but without accurate knowledge of those distributions, it is instead
fitted with an exponentially modified Gaussian [17]. Additionally, high energy tail functions
are observed after both ES peaks, and are thought to be due to γ interactions in the substrate
in coincidence with the cascade process [17].
Despite the efforts to explain the features evident in the data, there are still many ques-
tions left unanswered. First, the shape of the Auger escape peaks and high-energy back-
ground tails are not well understood. Second, the shape of the Doppler-broadening on the
ES peaks is only an approximation from the in-flight γ-decay. Third, there are peaks in
our data, most notably around 130 eV, that have no satisfactory explanation for. Some of



















 / ndf 2χ  1.185e+04 / 736
(Background) L1  0.01± 10.35 
(Background) D1  0.00030±0.04335 − 
(Background) L2  0.007± 6.871 
(Background) D2 05− 8.870e±12 −2.555e− 
(K_GS) Constant  1.416e+04± 1.293e+07 
(K_GS) Centroid  0.0± 112.2 
(K_GS) Sigma  0.002± 2.469 
(K_GS) Gamma  0.0028± 0.5289 
(K_GS_Escape) Escape  0.0015± 0.3929 
(K_GS_Escape) Offset  0.003±2.779 − 
(K_GS_Escape) Sigma  0.003± 1.262 
(K_GS_Escape) Tau  0.01±  2.61 
(K_ES) Constant  5.870e+03± 1.749e+06 
(K_ES) AOffset  0.02± 44.91 
(K_ES) Decay  0.003± 1.269 
(K_ES) Energy  0.0±    40 
(K_ES) Sigma  0.019± 2.836 
(K_ES_Bkg) BkgRatio  0.00434± 0.04316 
(K_ES_Bkg) Tau  0.89±11.83 − 
(L_GS) Constant  7.237e+02± 1.164e+06 
(L_GS) Centroid  0.0±  60.9 
(L_GS) Sigma  0.002± 3.785 
(L_ES) Constant  1.17e+03± 1.06e+05 
(L_ES) AOffset  0.043±6.796 − 
(L_ES) Sigma  0.080± 3.535 
(Extra_1) Constant  2.75e+03± 9.61e+04 
(Extra_1) Offset  0.08± 14.74 
(Extra_1) Sigma  11.205687± 0.000323 
(Extra_1) Gamma  0.21± 13.18 
Figure 2.7: Real Data from 7Be EC Decay [17]
have a quantitative understanding of how energy deposited in the substrate can translate
to energy measured in the detector. Understanding how these physical processes and other




In any search for new physics, it is important that the system is well understood so that
new physics can be correctly claimed — or excluded — at a particular level. Lacking this
understanding, known physical effects could be misinterpreted as a discovery of new physics,
or in a less extreme case, they could limit the accuracy to which the experiment can claim to
exclude them. On the other hand, not accounting for all known physics can also mask a true
positive signal hidden among background effects. In the case of our experiment specifically,
the sensitivity is directly constrained by how accurately we can model and understand the
peaks and background we observe in our data. Improving our understanding of how the
7Li nucleus, Auger electrons, and γ-rays interact with our detector will allow a more precise
analysis of future data, and can provide guidance on how to alter the experiment for higher
sensitivity.
In order to simulate as many physical effects as possible, GEANT4 was chosen as the
simulation toolkit. GEANT4 was designed by CERN to simulate the passage of particles
through matter [32], and as such it primarily targets high energy physics in the MeV-GeV
range or above. However, in order to accurately model interactions with an STJ detec-
tor, individual interactions at the meV level need to be considered. While development of
low-energy GEANT4 libraries has advanced significantly in the past years [33], even most
low-energy libraries are designed for keV ranges. Furthermore, many libraries still make
assumptions that are valid for high energy physics, but break down at the energy scales
necessary for our simulations. Despite these limitations, GEANT4 was chosen instead of
more dedicated superconductivity or solid-state physics simulations because of its ability to
handle a large and diverse set of physical effects, not only for the 7Li nucleus, but for the
γ-rays and electrons created in the decay.
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Therefore, the primary goal of the simulations at this time is as a proof that GEANT4
is capable of handing simulations at this level of detail, even if some of the physics is in-
complete or inaccurate at this time. Even if GEANT4 is currently incapable of simulating
superconductivity effects, proving that GEANT4 can handle interactions at this energy scale
and track hundreds of thousands of particles can still yield insight about the detector, and
will allow future work to improve the accuracy of the simulations.
After the proof of concept, the secondary goal of the simulation is to reproduce the
working principle of the STJ detector - the linearity of produced current to incident energy.
Additionally, several emergent effects have been identified for further study, such as the
possibility of Auger electrons escaping the detector without depositing their full energy and
interactions of γ-rays in the substrate. These questions may not be able to be fully answered
with the current level of simulations; however, they serve to motivate future simulations that
build upon this work.
3.1 GEANT4 Physics Modifications
GEANT4 models physics using a number of distinct physics libraries, each of which is a
subclass of G4VProcess. After a particle is created by a user defined PrimaryGeneratorAction,
these physics libraries handle the evolution, propagation, and interaction of the particle
and its descendants in the geometry of the simulation. The process of stepping the parti-
cle through the simulation is handled by a SteppingManager, which creates and manages
G4Step’s and G4Track’s. Explaining the entirety of the codebase is impossible here, although
an in-depth explanation can be found in [32]. Overall, while many libraries handled physics
correctly at the relevant energy scales, I found several physical processes where assumptions
broke down, or where relevant processes were omitted entirely. These are listed in Table 3.1,
along with the changes and fixes written during this research.
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Table 3.1: Physical process implementation status in GEANT4
Process Initial Status Change
Nonzero Neutrino Mass Omitted Added
Nuclear Recoil Working
Auger Electron Generation Inaccurate Fixed
γ Production and Interaction Working
Doppler Broadening Not Working Fixeda
Internal Bremsstrahlung Omitted Added
Internal Conversionb Omitted Not implemented
Shaking Omitted Not implemented
Quasiparticle Production Omitted Workaround
Cooper Pair Physics Omitted Out of scope
Phonon Physics Omitted Out of scope
Tunnelling Omitted Out of scope
aWhile the code for the Doppler broadening works correctly, inadequacies of the cascade physics workaround
cause anomalies in the observed peaks. See section 3.1.2.1.
bGEANT4 does generally handle internal conversion correctly, but our specific case is not included.
3.1.1 Decay Physics
In GEANT4, radioactive decay is handled through the G4RadioactiveDecay library. In
this library, the DecayIt function processes the particle, loads the decay table, and does some
processing. To determine the decay mode and produce secondaries, G4RadioactiveDecay::
DecayIt calls G4RadioactiveDecay::DoDecay, which uses a Monte Carlo method to choose
a decay mode, and calls the associated library. In my simulations, the only relevant decay
channel is G4ECDecay, which required several corrections including massive neutrino correc-
tions, rectifying Auger electron energy inaccuracies, and implementing inner bremsstrahlung.
These are each described in the subsections below.
3.1.1.1 Massive Neutrino Kinematics
To give neutrinos mass in GEANT4, two changes to the source code were required. First,
the definition of the neutrino had to be altered to include a nonzero mass and allow runtime
alterations of that mass. Second, the neutrino kinematics had to be altered to remove the
assumption that mν = 0. The kinematics for this decay were discussed in Chapter 1, and
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the specific equations are reproduced below.
TLi =
Q ∗ (Q+ 2 ∗mLi)
2 ∗ (Q+mLi +mν)
(3.1)
Tν =
Q ∗ (Q+ 2 ∗mν)
2 ∗ (Q+mLi +mν)
(3.2)
As implemented in Listing 3.1, after determining the updated Q value for the reaction,
calculating the nuclear/atomic excitations of the nucleus, and accounting for the neutrino
mass, the kinetic energy of the nucleus and neutrino is determined by the equations above.
The neutrino’s direction is chosen uniformly on a sphere, and the 7Li recoils in the opposite
direction. The code has been internally verified to conserve energy and momentum to within
10−10 eV.
3.1 // KE using Q value corrected for binding energy of captured electron
3.2 G4double Q = transitionQ − eBind − neutrinoMass; // Correction for massive neutrino
3.3
3.4 G4double gammaEnergy = getIBEnergy((GetDaughterExcitation()==0)?0:1);
3.5 if(Q<gammaEnergy) gammaEnergy=0;
3.6 if(gammaEnergy==0){ // No IB
3.7 G4double KE = Q*(Q + 2.*daughterMass)/(2*(Q + daughterMass + neutrinoMass));
3.8 G4double costheta = 2.*G4UniformRand() − 1.0;
3.9 G4double sintheta = std::sqrt(1.0 − costheta*costheta);
3.10 G4double phi = twopi*G4UniformRand()*rad;
3.11
3.12 G4ThreeVector direction(sintheta*std::cos(phi),sintheta*std::sin(phi), costheta);





3.17 KE = Q*(Q + 2*neutrinoMass)/(2*(Q + daughterMass + neutrinoMass));
3.18 daughterParticle = new G4DynamicParticle(G4MT_daughters[0], −1.0*direction, KE);
3.19 if(armProducts.size() > 1){G4cerr << "Too many Auger electrons! Forcibly aborting!" <<
G4endl; abort();}






Listing 3.1: Correction for massive neutrino kinematics
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3.1.1.2 Auger Electron Creation
In the early investigations of the GEANT4 source code, I found that Auger electrons
were being created in all decay modes, even in the L capture cases where there is no electron
in a higher shell to eject. Additionally, the energies of all Auger electrons were incorrect.
The problem was that the original G4ECDecay did not subtract the binding energy of the
outermost shell from the Auger electron energy, which was used both to determine if an
Auger electron should be created, as well as its kinetic energy. This correction can be found
in Listing 3.2, however, it is not a general implementation because it assumes that the
electron that is ejected is from the outermost shell of the atom. While that is the most
common case, and it is the only possibility for 7Li, there is some possibility of ejecting an
electron from another shell in larger atoms.
3.1 G4double deficit = shell−>BindingEnergy() − 2*maxShell−>BindingEnergy() − productEnergy;
3.2 if (deficit > 0.0) {
3.3 // Add a dummy electron to make up extra energy
3.4 G4double cosTh = 1.−2.*G4UniformRand();
3.5 G4double sinTh = std::sqrt(1.− cosTh*cosTh);
3.6 G4double phi = twopi*G4UniformRand();
3.7
3.8 G4ThreeVector electronDirection(sinTh*std::sin(phi), sinTh*std::cos(phi), cosTh);




Listing 3.2: Auger electron energy correction
3.1.1.3 Internal Bremsstrahlung
Inner bremsstrahlung did not exist at all in the G4ECDecay library. Based off of calcula-
tions by Xavier Mougeot [26], I now have the code reading in the probabilities for creating
an IB γ at a particular energy as uint_64t values. This allows a single 64 bit randomly
generated integer to select the energy for either decay mode, choosing the mode correspond-
ing to the smallest choice larger than the number chosen. The integer 264 − 1 corresponds
to a non-IB decay, so the code listed in Listing 3.3 will select the correct distribution of IB
γ energies. The code also shows how the data is read in to the map during the construction
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of the G4ECDecay class.
3.1 extern std::default_random_engine generator;
3.2 extern std::uniform_int_distribution<unsigned long long int> uniform;
3.3
3.4 std::vector<std::map<unsigned long long int,double>> IBdata;
3.5
3.6 G4double getIBEnergy(int shellIndex){
3.7 unsigned long long int random = uniform(generator);
3.8 return (*IBdata[(shellIndex<2)?shellIndex:1].lower_bound(random)).second * keV;
3.9 }
3.10
3.11 G4ECDecay::G4ECDecay(const G4ParticleDefinition* theParentNucleus,
3.12 const G4double& branch, const G4double& Qvalue,
3.13 const G4double& excitationE,
3.14 const G4Ions::G4FloatLevelBase& flb,
3.15 const G4RadioactiveDecayMode& mode)
3.16 : G4NuclearDecay("electron capture", mode, excitationE, flb), transitionQ(Qvalue), applyARM
(true) {




3.21 G4IonTable* theIonTable =
3.22 (G4IonTable*)(G4ParticleTable::GetParticleTable()−>GetIonTable());
3.23 G4int daughterZ = theParentNucleus−>GetAtomicNumber() − 1;
3.24 G4int daughterA = theParentNucleus−>GetAtomicMass();





3.30 unsigned long long int total = 0;
3.31 std::ifstream IB2gsData("gsgsData.txt");
3.32 while(IB2gsData >> energy >> probability){
3.33 total += probability*18446744073709551615/511;
3.34 IBdata[0][total] = energy;
3.35 }
3.36 IBdata[0][18446744073709551615] = 0;
3.37
3.38 total = 0;
3.39 std::ifstream IB2esData("gsesData.txt");
3.40 while(IB2gsData >> energy >> probability){
3.41 total += probability*18446744073709551615/511;
3.42 IBdata[1][total] = energy;
3.43 }
3.44 IBdata[1][18446744073709551615] = 0;
3.45 }
Listing 3.3: Inner bremsstrahlung random selector and data reader function
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3.1 G4double gammaEnergy = getIBEnergy((GetDaughterExcitation()==0)?0:1);
3.2 if(Q<gammaEnergy) gammaEnergy=0;
3.3 if(gammaEnergy==0){ /* No IB, as shown above */ } else { // IB happens
3.4 G4double costheta = 2.*G4UniformRand() − 1.0;
3.5 G4double sintheta = std::sqrt(1.0 − costheta*costheta);
3.6 G4double phi = twopi*G4UniformRand()*rad;
3.7 G4double sinPhi = std::sin(phi);
3.8 G4double cosPhi = std::cos(phi);
3.9
3.10 G4ThreeVector direction(sintheta*cosPhi,sintheta*sinPhi, costheta);




3.14 // Generate neutrino with angle relative to gamma, and energy from
3.15 // energy−momentum conservation using endpoint energy of reaction
3.16 G4double cosThetaENu = 2.*G4UniformRand() − 1.;
3.17 G4double nuMomentum = ((transitionQ − gammaEnergy)*(parentMass + daughterMass −
gammaEnergy) − gammaEnergy*gammaEnergy)/(parentMass − gammaEnergy + gammaEnergy*
cosThetaENu)/2.; // Converted from G4's Beta decay code.
3.18 G4double nuEnergy = std::sqrt(nuMomentum*nuMomentum + neutrinoMass*neutrinoMass) −
neutrinoMass; // Converting to energy and correcting for neutrino mass
3.19
3.20 G4double sinThetaENu = std::sqrt(1.0 − cosThetaENu*cosThetaENu);
3.21 phi = twopi*G4UniformRand()*rad;
3.22 G4double sinPhiNu = std::sin(phi);
3.23 G4double cosPhiNu = std::cos(phi);
3.24
3.25 G4ParticleMomentum nuDirection;
3.26 nuDirection.setX(sinThetaENu*cosPhiNu*costheta*cosPhi − sinThetaENu*sinPhiNu*sinPhi +
cosThetaENu*sintheta*cosPhi);
3.27 nuDirection.setY(sinThetaENu*cosPhiNu*costheta*sinPhi + sinThetaENu*sinPhiNu*cosPhi +
cosThetaENu*sintheta*sinPhi);
3.28 nuDirection.setZ(−sinThetaENu*cosPhiNu*sintheta + cosThetaENu*costheta);
3.29





3.34 // Generate daughter nucleus from sum of positron and neutrino 4−vectors:
3.35 // p_D = − p_e − p_nu
3.36 G4DynamicParticle* dynamicDaughter = new G4DynamicParticle(G4MT_daughters[0], (−1*
daughterParticle−>GetMomentum()) + (−1*dynamicNeutrino−>GetMomentum()));
3.37 if(armProducts.size() > 1){G4cerr << "Too many Auger electrons! Forcibly aborting!" <<
G4endl; abort();}




Listing 3.4: Inner bremsstrahlung kinematics function
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The kinematics for the IB decay are identical to that for β decay in GEANT4 because the
energy of one particle (the γ in IB, or the electron in β decay) is sampled, then the energy
of the second particle can be determined from its direction relative to the first particle. The
direction and velocity of the final particle can be determined by conservation of momentum.
The code shown in Listing 3.4 was adapted from G4BetaPlusDecay for a massive neutrino,
and is internally verified to conserve energy to within 10 eV3. The plots for the energies of
the 7Li, ν, and γ are shown in Figure 4.7.
3.1.1.4 Other Fixes
A number of other miscellaneous fixes were also required in order to make GEANT4
work at the relevant energy and time scales. First, relativistic corrections had to be disabled
in G4ECDecay because they introduced ≈1 eV of numerical error. While the relativistic
correction is required for higher energy physics, in our case the particle is at rest when
EC decay occurs, and so the numerical error introduced is much larger than the relativistic
correction.
Additionally, I found that despite calculating the mean free path and mean interac-
tion time, the G4RadioactiveDecay library would only de-excite 7Li∗ immediately after
it was created, or after it had stopped completely. This is a technical limitation of the
G4RadioactiveDecay library. Because it is not the library that propagates the particle
through a material, it is only capable of decaying a particle when created or after it has
stopped. Additionally, it was found that the G4ECDecay library creates the Auger electron
in the same interaction step of the initial decay, which makes in-flight decay impossible. In
order to solve both of these problems, the definition of particles in GEANT4 was modified.
Two variables were added to the G4DynamicParticle class in order to track the atomic
and nuclear excitations of the 7Li. The Auger energy is directly added to the daughter in
G4ECDecay, but the code shown in Listing 3.5 is required to intercept and redirect the γ
decay to the gammaEnergy variable. While it is not the cleanest solution, and is not suitable
3Most of the energy uncertainty goes with the neutrino because it carries away most of the energy.
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for general deployment, it does allow the de-excitation code to be moved to the propogation
library. This allows in-flight decay to be technically possible within the simulation. Fi-
nally, before killing stopped particles, G4RadioactiveDecay will de-excite them if possible,
as shown in Listing 3.6.
3.1 if(numberOfSecondaries == 2 && ((*products)[0]−>GetPDGcode()==22 || (*products)[1]−>
GetPDGcode()==22) ){
3.2 fParticleChangeForRadDecay.SetNumberOfSecondaries(1);
3.3 G4DynamicParticle* newDaughter = products−>PopProducts();
3.4 G4double gammaEnergy = 0;
3.5 if(newDaughter−>GetPDGcode() == 22){
3.6 gammaEnergy = newDaughter−>GetKineticEnergy();
3.7 newDaughter = products−>PopProducts();
3.8 } else {
3.9 gammaEnergy = products−>PopProducts()−>GetKineticEnergy();
3.10 }
3.11 newDaughter−>SetMomentum(theParticle−>GetMomentum());
3.12 newDaughter−>gammaEnergy = gammaEnergy;
3.13
3.14 newDaughter−>augerEnergy = theParticle−>augerEnergy;




3.19 } else {
3.20 products−>Boost(ParentEnergy, ParentDirection);
3.21 fParticleChangeForRadDecay.SetNumberOfSecondaries(numberOfSecondaries);
3.22 for (index=0; index < numberOfSecondaries; index++) {








Listing 3.5: γ de-excitation intercept code
3.1 // Kill the parent particle.
3.2 if(theParticle−>augerEnergy!=0){
3.3 fParticleChangeForRadDecay.SetNumberOfSecondaries(fStep.GetSecondary()−>size()+2);
3.4 G4double cosTh = 1.−2.*G4UniformRand();
3.5 G4double sinTh = std::sqrt(1.−cosTh*cosTh);
3.6 G4double phi = 2.*M_PI*G4UniformRand();
3.7 G4ThreeVector momentumDirection(sinTh*std::sin(phi),sinTh*std::cos(phi),cosTh);








3.12 G4Track* newTrack = new G4Track(theTrack);







3.20 } else if(theParticle−>gammaEnergy!=0){
3.21 fParticleChangeForRadDecay.SetNumberOfSecondaries(fStep.GetSecondary()−>size()+2);
3.22 G4double cosTh = 1.−2.*G4UniformRand();
3.23 G4double sinTh = std::sqrt(1.−cosTh*cosTh);
3.24 G4double phi = 2.*M_PI*G4UniformRand();
3.25 G4ThreeVector direction(sinTh*std::sin(phi),sinTh*std::cos(phi),cosTh);




























Listing 3.6: Stopping excited particles causes de-excitation before the particle is terminated
3.1.2 Interaction Physics
The other half of the relevant physics for this simulation is the interaction physics. These
libraries are responsible for the propagation of the daughter nucleus, electrons, and γ-rays
through the detector, as well as properly creating and propagating any secondary particles.
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3.1.2.1 eIonization and ionIonization
GEANT4 was not originally designed to handle cascades at this scale. This is particularly
evident by how the unmodified ionization libraries treat both the 7Li and Auger electron
when they started propagating through the detector. However, implementing full Cooper
pair interaction physics is beyond the scope of this Thesis, so instead I modified the ionization
libraries to work as an approximation of the correct cascade physics. This is achieved by
changing the mean excitation energy I in Ta to the Cooper pair binding energy ∆. In the
Bethe-Bloch formula, this energy represents the mean energy necessary to ionize the atom,
and so changing it to the energy required to break a Cooper pair allows the ionization library




















In addition to that modification, as the propagation library for this decay, I added a
function to enable in-flight decay. Using the code in Listing 3.7, after each step through
the material, I use Monte-Carlo methods to check if the particle would have de-excited at
some point in the last step. If it should have, then I create the resulting secondary particles,
making sure to conserve momentum. This code is shown in Listing 3.8, and I assumed an
Auger lifetime of 100 fs in absence of a more accurate value.
However, despite the surprisingly good qualitative approximation, using ionization li-
braries for this purpose does have some issues. The largest issue is that the mean free path
and the mean interaction time are many orders of magnitude different from their true values.
Additionally, changing the mean free path resulted in little change to the simulation because
of the energy loss profile associated with the ionization libraries at these energies. Combined,
these inaccuracies in the dE
dx
curve made it so that the in-flight decay code, while properly
implemented, always triggered after the particle had slowed as much as the ionization library
would allow it to. This is an area for further study following the publication of this Thesis.
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3.1 bool hasDeExcited(double currentTime, double tau){
3.2 unsigned long long int rand = uniform(generator);
3.3 return ((1−exp(−currentTime/tau))*18446744073709551615) > rand;
3.4 }
Listing 3.7: Monte Carlo function to determine if a particle will have decayed in a certain
time period.
3.1 G4VParticleChange* G4ionIonisation::PostStepDoIt(const G4Track & fTrack, const G4Step &
fStep){
3.2 G4VParticleChange* toReturn = G4VEnergyLossProcess::PostStepDoIt(fTrack, fStep);
3.3 G4double time = fStep.GetDeltaTime() / CLHEP::s;
3.4 if(fStep.GetTrack()−>GetParticleDefinition()−>GetParticleName() == "Li7"){
3.5 if(fStep.GetTrack()−>GetDynamicParticle()−>augerEnergy && (hasDeExcited(time, 1E−13
* CLHEP::s / log(2)) || fStep.GetTrack()−>GetDynamicParticle()−>stopped)){ // This value
is only known to be on the order of 1−100 fs
3.6 toReturn−>SetNumberOfSecondaries(fStep.GetSecondary()−>size()+2);
3.7 G4double cosTh = 1.−2.*G4UniformRand();
3.8 G4double sinTh = std::sqrt(1.−cosTh*cosTh);
3.9 G4double phi = 2.*M_PI*G4UniformRand();
3.10 G4ThreeVector momentumDirection(sinTh*std::sin(phi),sinTh*std::cos(phi),cosTh);
3.11








3.17 G4Track* newTrack = new G4Track(fTrack);





3.23 // Note that the maximum energy change of the Li is ~0.004 eV because of the
difference in mass and the low energies involved.
3.24 } else if(fStep.GetTrack()−>GetDynamicParticle()−>gammaEnergy && (hasDeExcited(time,
7.28E−14 * CLHEP::s / log(2)) || fStep.GetTrack()−>GetDynamicParticle()−>stopped)){ //
Source: ENSDF
3.25 toReturn−>SetNumberOfSecondaries(fStep.GetSecondary()−>size()+2);
3.26 G4double cosTh = 1.−2.*G4UniformRand();
3.27 G4double sinTh = std::sqrt(1.−cosTh*cosTh);
3.28 G4double phi = 2.*M_PI*G4UniformRand();
3.29 G4ThreeVector direction(sinTh*std::sin(phi),sinTh*std::cos(phi),cosTh);
























Listing 3.8: Function to theoretically de-excite 7Li in-flight
3.1.2.2 Other Fixes
In addition to modifying the ionization physics, an error was found in the GEANT4 source
code. I observed that no particles were being propagated below 1 eV, regardless of the user set
energy or length scale limits. This error was traced back to the G4ParticleChangeForLoss li-
brary, which had a hard coded minimum value for tracked particles. Below that limit, regard-
less of the requested particle change by the ionization library, G4ParticleChangeForLoss
would kill the particle. Lowering this limit to 0.007 eV resolved that issue for my simulation,
allowing the full particle cascade to take place.
3.2 Detector Geometry
The detector is constructed in the simulation as described in Chapter 2. The absorber
layer is modeled as a 165nm× 68µm× 68µm Ta G4Box, followed by a 50nm× 68µm× 68µm
Al G4Box trap layer, a 1nm × 68µm × 68µm Al2O3 G4Box insulator layer, another 50nm ×
68µm×68µm Al G4Box trap layer, and finally a 165nm×68µm×68µm Ta G4Box base layer.
Beneath the detector stack, a 0.5mm × 3mm × 2mm Si G4Box models the substrate layer.
A diagram of this geometry is shown in Figure 3.1.
At this time, the simulation is not capable of modeling the interaction between simultane-
ous events, so no additional STJs are included in the simulation. However, future simulations
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Figure 3.1: Visualization of simulation geometry
will need to account for multi-detector interactions. Additionally, none of the surrounding
geometry was modeled, so background and scattering effects from those sources are not
modeled in the simulation.
3.3 Simulated Data Analysis
Several factors contributed to the need to develop a new data format for storing the
simulation output. First, storing all of the data in a TTree is infeasible because the data is
much too large to all fit into memory. Second, adding data into a TTree is too slow to keep
up with the rest of the simulation, particularly when multi-threaded. Third, there is simply
too much data generated to store everything, necessitating a more custom output format
that stores only the required data in the most compact form feasible.
To solve these problems, I had each thread of the simulation create two files, a header
file and a data file. The header file is formatted as six column CSV. The first column is
the event number, which allows all of the particles from each event to be grouped together,
and multiple header files from different threads to be appended to each other without issues.
The second column is the particle ID, which is used to identify particles in GEANT4. The
third column is the particle ID of a particle’s parent. The fourth column is the Particle Data
Group (PDG) code of the particle, which encodes the particle type (eg. e− → 11, γ → 22,
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etc). The fifth column is the exit code of the particle, which I used to save certain debug
information about that particle. The last column is the number of interactions that particle
has in the material. This is the most essential column because it tells my data analysis code
how long to read the data file to obtain that particle’s information. An example is shown









Listing 3.9: Example section of data header file
In comparison, the data file is very simple. The data file is binary encoded, and only
contains information about the particle cascades. Each interaction is written into that file
in {x, y, z, dE} format, without delimiters that would take additional space. Without de-
limiters, it is unintelligible without the header file, which is required to parse which particle
each interaction belongs to. As a result, the file is only readable in order, seeking within the
file is impossible without knowledge of what particles exist where in the file. This solution
is far from ideal, however in my particular use case, it solves more problems than it creates.
In order to read the data into a histogram, I wrote the root code shown in Listing B.10.
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CHAPTER 4
SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 STJ Working Principle Reproduction
As discussed in Chapter 3, the primary goal of the simulations is to prove that GEANT4
is capable of handling simulations of our detector by reproducing the linearity of the detector
response. Due to computational constraints, the most precise simulations were only run for
250 000 events. As the plot in Figure 4.1 shows, this number of events is sufficient to define
the four main peaks, but insufficient to fully observe the IB spectra from the L-capture
peaks. It is also insufficient to fully resolve the shape of the high energy γ events shown
Figure 4.2. Despite the small number of events, a number of inaccuracies can already be
observed in the data.
Figure 4.1: Plot of the deposited energy from the detailed simulation
Primary among these inaccuracies is the shape of ES peaks. As opposed to the DSAM
peaks that should be observed, both the K-ES and L-ES peaks are completely flat. This is
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Figure 4.2: High-energy events visible in simulation data
determined to be a side effect of approximating the cascade process using ionIonization.
Because ionIonization was designed for another task entirely, the mean free path that it
derives nonsensical, on the order of 10−19 m. This leads to nonsensically small mean inter-
action times, which causes the particle to slow down much too quickly. The ionIonization
code will only slow the 7Li to ≈ 2.3 eV, after which the excited ions will all de-excite properly,
creating the flat distribution.
However, the plot of the number of electrons generated is much more encouraging. As
Figure 4.3 shows, its shape is nearly identical to the plot of deposited energy, with the only
major difference being the broadening on each peak. As discussed in Chapter 2, statistical
fluctuations are predicted, and their observation here proves that the ionization code does
qualitatively approximate the real cascade physics, despite its inaccuracies. Calculating
the variance of the GS peaks from their FWHM, I find that the δE2 ≈ 0.095 eV2 for
the K-GS peak, and δE2 ≈ 0.0032 eV2 for L-GS peak. However, these values are each
approximately a factor of 4 off from the predicted values of ≈ 0.026 eV2 and ≈ 0.0134 eV2,
respectively. Despite the errors being in opposite directions for each peak, the fact that
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both variances are on the same order that Equation 2.1 predicts is impressive given that the
cascade was approximated with the ionization process, and that the simulation lacks phonon
and quasiparticle physics.
Figure 4.3: Plot of the number of electrons generated above 0.0021 eV in the detailed simu-
lation
One notable feature of the electron plot is that the K-GS peak is asymmetrical as a
function of number of electrons generated, as shown in Figure 4.4. At this time, there is
no physical explanation for why the peak would be shaped this way, but it can likely be
attributed to additional inadequacies of the ionization libraries as an approximation for the
real cascade physics. Once the proper cascade physics is implemented, characterizing the
shape of this peak will be important for understanding the real data.
Furthermore, Figure 4.5 shows a very encouraging correspondence between the two
datasets. Plotting the number of electrons generated as a function of the energy deposited in
the detector yields a linear relationship. The observed broadening and the linear relationship
represent an excellent approximation of the expected detector response. In Figure 4.5, the
gaps in the line represent areas in the energy/electron plot that received no counts, such
as the areas of insufficient statistics in the high or low energy regions. Using ROOT, the
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Figure 4.4: The K-GS peak is asymmetrical in number of electrons generated
correlation of these two datasets was found to be 0.999 535, with a covariance of 200 392.
Figure 4.5: Comparison of the number of electrons generated per event to the amount of
energy deposited in the detector
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4.2 Inner Bremstrahlung Spectra
To analyze the IB spectra, the initial energy of the three particles was extracted separately
from the other results. Even with the small number of statistics, Figure 4.7 shows that the
function I wrote to sample γ energies appropriately reproduces the energy distribution from
Xavier, which is shown in black. As expected, the γ primarily takes energy away from the
ν, although some energy is taken from the 7Li as well. This is not only dependent on the
energy of the γ created, but the angles between the three particles. The ν and 7Li energies
are also shown in Figure 4.7 for the GS-GS decay. The number of statistics in the GS-ES
IB spectrum were insufficient at this point to resolve any meaningful distribution, although
there is no reason to believe that the code would not work correctly in that case as well.
 (keV)γE
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Internal bremsstrahlung spectrum
Figure 4.6: Theoretical energy distribution of IB γ-rays [26]
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Figure 4.7: Plots of the energy distributions for the 7Li, ν, and γ after IB
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4.3 Final Spectra and Comparison with Real Data
Lastly, to compare the simulation data with experimental data, many more events had
to be run. Decreasing the resolution with which the event data is saved and killing the
electron cascades as soon as they were created allowed me to complete a longer run with
the existing computational resources without losing accuracy in terms of energy deposited
in the detector. This method does, however, destroy the information about the number of
electrons created, which is why it is only used for longer, less accurate simulations. Using a
Monte-Carlo Gaussian broadening code, the simulation data is broadened by σ ≈ 2.5 eV to
approximate the resolution of the existing detector, as found from fits of the data [17]. This
spectrum is shown in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8: Gaussian broadening of simulation energies to approximate real data
After broadening the simulation data to approximate the broadening observed in the
detector, the simulation data can be plotted with the real data to provide a comparison. The
comparison, however, is incomplete because only a single detector stack is currently modeled,
as described by Section 3.2. This precludes multi-detector interactions, γ scattering in the
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ADR, and other external effects, instead modeling only a single STJ response. As shown in
Figure 4.9, the simulations fail to account for all of the relevant physics that is necessary
to get to the desired exclusion limit. For reference, the complete fit of the data is shown in
Figure 4.10.
Figure 4.9: Comparison of simulation data (Blue) with experimental data (Red) after back-
ground removal [17]
While it is obvious from looking at Figure 4.9, the simulation lacks the statistics of the
real data. At this point, limitations on computation time and disk space prevent simulations
with higher event counts from being run, so future work will need to solve these issues in
order to reach the desired exclusion limits. Apart from the detector triggering anomalies
below ≈20 eV, the other obvious discrepancy between the simulation and the real data is
in the energies of the four peaks. While the K-GS peak lines up rather well, the other
peaks get progressively worse. This is in fact not an error in the simulations, rather it is
caused by a poor energy calibration of the detector. The first detector that we were able
to implant 7Be into was damaged to the point where the individual laser pulses were no



















 / ndf 2χ  1.185e+04 / 736
(Background) L1  0.01± 10.35 
(Background) D1  0.00030±0.04335 − 
(Background) L2  0.007± 6.871 
(Background) D2 05− 8.870e±12 −2.555e− 
(K_GS) Constant  1.416e+04± 1.293e+07 
(K_GS) Centroid  0.0± 112.2 
(K_GS) Sigma  0.002± 2.469 
(K_GS) Gamma  0.0028± 0.5289 
(K_GS_Escape) Escape  0.0015± 0.3929 
(K_GS_Escape) Offset  0.003±2.779 − 
(K_GS_Escape) Sigma  0.003± 1.262 
(K_GS_Escape) Tau  0.01±  2.61 
(K_ES) Constant  5.870e+03± 1.749e+06 
(K_ES) AOffset  0.02± 44.91 
(K_ES) Decay  0.003± 1.269 
(K_ES) Energy  0.0±    40 
(K_ES) Sigma  0.019± 2.836 
(K_ES_Bkg) BkgRatio  0.00434± 0.04316 
(K_ES_Bkg) Tau  0.89±11.83 − 
(L_GS) Constant  7.237e+02± 1.164e+06 
(L_GS) Centroid  0.0±  60.9 
(L_GS) Sigma  0.002± 3.785 
(L_ES) Constant  1.17e+03± 1.06e+05 
(L_ES) AOffset  0.043±6.796 − 
(L_ES) Sigma  0.080± 3.535 
(Extra_1) Constant  2.75e+03± 9.61e+04 
(Extra_1) Offset  0.08± 14.74 
(Extra_1) Sigma  11.205687± 0.000323 
(Extra_1) Gamma  0.21± 13.18 
Figure 4.10: Complete fit of real data from first implantation run [17]
data. Preliminary results from a second detector show the peaks at the same energies as the
simulation.
Next, the shape of the K-ES and L-ES peaks is incorrect. Because the ionization process
was used to approximate Cooper pair interactions, the mean free path and dE
dx
curve of the
7Li was incorrect. Instead of slowing down on the correct timescale, the daughter nucleus
loses most of its energy very quickly, before suddenly ceasing to lose energy at ≈ 2.3 eV. At
this point, after many simulation steps pass, the in-flight decay code properly handles the
de-excitation. However, because all de-excitations happen at the same energy, the peak is
entirely flat rather than the DSAM peak shape that is expected. Correctly implementing
the dE
dx
curve of Cooper pair interaction physics in GEANT4 should allow the simulations to
reproduce the shape of these peaks.
The K-GS and K-ES peaks are also missing several effects seen in the real data. Firstly,
my code does not include Lorentzian broadening as a result of the atomic de-excitation. This
effect is fit to for both the K-GS and K-ES peaks in the real data, and will need to be included
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in the future in order to reach the required exclusion limit. Because this broadening is a
result of the natural line width rather than a detector effect, it will need to be implemented
into GEANT4 rather than added in data post-processing. Secondly, the real data shows
secondary low energy peaks from both the K-GS and K-ES peaks. We hypothesize that
these low energy tails are caused by Auger electrons escaping the material before depositing
their full energy. As mentioned earlier, the mean free path used by the ionization libraries is
nonsensical for this application, and correcting the cascade physics will help to correct this
discrepancy. However, additional code may be required to account for the work function in
Ta.
Another feature observed in the real data not present in the simulated spectrum is the
high energy tails after the K-ES and L-ES peaks. We speculate that these may be due to
coincident γ interactions in the substrate, which creates phonons that travel to the secondary
side of the detector and be measured as current. While GEANT4 does handle the γ inter-
actions correctly, the precise translation from γ energy deposition to measured energy is not
well understood, so it cannot be included in the simulations at this stage. Additionally, the
unknown feature at ≈130 eV is also not recreated at this stage in the simulations. Future
simulation work will attempt to model the phonon creation and propagation, which will




Despite its broad success, the SM has been shown to be inaccurate in only one area: its
prediction of identically massless neutrinos. In addition to the observed neutrino oscillations,
neutrinos are the only exclusively left-handed fermion. In order to solve this problem, a new
right-handed neutrino has been proposed as a natural extension to the SM. To search for
this particle, our group has designed an experiment to measure the recoil from the neutrino
on the daughter particle from an EC-decaying nucleus. However, preliminary results from
the detector have shown several unknown and poorly understood processes, which obscure
the true result of the experiment. In order to properly characterize these peaks, account for
any additional effects, and support future exclusion limit claims, detailed simulations of our
detector are required.
To account for all of the relevant physics, GEANT4 was chosen as the simulation toolkit.
Despite recent efforts to implement low-energy simulations, GEANT4 was initially incapable
of handling simulations at the level of detail required to reproduce the operating mechanism
of our detector. Through careful modifications to the codebase, GEANT4 was extended to
allow tracking of meV scale particles and to correct inaccuracies in physics to that level. To
that end, corrections to the EC library were required to correct the Auger electron energy, to
account for nonzero neutrino masses, and to add IB effects. Furthermore, the fundamental
definition of particles in GEANT4 was modified to allow for runtime modifications of neutrino
energy, and allow for in-flight nuclear and atomic de-excitations. These modifications allowed
GEANT4 to perform meV-scale simulations of EC decay in our detector, tracking hundreds
of thousands of particle interactions. Despite the numerous shortcomings of the current
simulations, these simulations reproduce the operating principle of the STJ detector, which
proves that GEANT4 can be used for detailed simulations of our system.
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However, despite this success, the current simulations are not capable of reproducing
effects currently observed in our data. In order to simulate our detector to achieve the desired
exclusion limits, many new physics libraries will need to be implemented. The primary
avenue of future work includes implementing proper Cooper pair interaction physics, along
with phonon and quasiparticle physics. Correct implementations of these libraries should
reproduce many effects seen in the data, including the Auger electron escape peak, high
energy tails from γ interactions in the substrate, and the Doppler broadening of the K-ES
and L-ES peaks. Additionally, shaking effects and IC will need to be implemented in order
to reach the desired exclusion limits. While this work is insufficient to describe our detector
at the required level, it proves that GEANT4 is capable of simulations of this scale and
provides a foundation from which the required extensions can be built.
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The STJs used in our experiment were constructed with Tantalum (Ta) as the main
superconductors and Aluminium (Al) as the trap material. Tantalum was chosen because of
its high atomic number and gap energy of ∆Ta = 0.7 meV, which yields very good resolutions
[27]. Aluminum was chosen as the trap layer because of its lower energy cap of ∆Al = 0.34
meV and because it forms a very uniform insulator of Al2O3 when exposed to oxygen [27].
This layer does not form pinholes and its thickness is easily controlled by controlling the
supply of oxygen.
The detectors were manufactured in bulk by STAR Cryoelectronics by using photolithog-
raphy. First, a thin Niobium layer is deposited in order to ensure that the Ta layer forms in
the body-center-cubic structure α-Ta, without impurities of tetragonal β-Ta structures [27].
Next, STAR Cryoelectronics grows a a 165 nm Ta layer, a 50 nm Al layer, a 1 nm Al2O3
layer, another 50 nm Al layer, and a final 165 nm Ta layer. As shown in Figure A.1, several
different sizes of STJ are grown simultaneously, but only the (68µm)2 detector was used for
this experiment.
In order to measure the recoil on the 7Be, the ions must be implanted directly into the
outer layer of the superconductor. This took place at the TRIUMF-ISAC rare-isotope beam
facility, where they are able to produce the purest beam of 7Be in the world [31]. Over a 16
hour implantation period, approximately 2× 1012 7Be and 7Li ions were implanted into the
chip, with approximately 8 × 1010 of those ions being implanted into the two 68 µm STJs
[17]. Future implantations will feature ion screening in order to reduce the amount of 7Li in
the beam. Small amounts of 7Li in the detector are expected as a result of the decay of 7Be,
however large quantities of 7Li damaged the detector in the first implantation run [17].
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Figure A.1: Image of a Superconducting Tunnel Junction Detector [27]
In order to take data from our newly irradiated detector, it is placed into an adiabatic
demagnetization refrigerator (ADR). The cryostat has four stages in total, as shown in
Figure A.2, each shielding the next from the higher outside temperatures. First, a liquid
nitrogen (LN2) and a liquid helium (LHe) stage cool the ADR stages to 4 K. Next, a
gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG) stage cools it to 1 K, and finally an iron ammonium
sulfate (FAA)4 stage cools the STJ to 0.1 K [27]. Because ADRs cool by disordering an
array of charges through absorbing phonons as heat, they are not steady state refrigerators
[27]. In our case, that means the ADR can only hold temperatures of 0.1 K for 18-20 hours
before needing to warm up and re-align the charges in the GGG and FAA [17].
Calibration of STJ detectors is simple because they can resolve individual peaks from
absorption of integer numbers of laser photons [27]. This allows strict linear calibration of the
data because laser energy is very well known. Data is typically collected by a multichannel
analyzer (MCA), although future research will use list mode data to discern more information
about the observed peaks. Figure A.3 shows the laser calibration data for an undamaged
4The compound was originally called ferric ammonium alum, leading to the pervasive abbreviation FAA.
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Figure A.2: Adiabadic Demagnetization Refrigerator setup [27]
detector, with fits indicating an average resolution of 1.67 eV [17]. Unfortunately, the first
detector irradiated detector was damaged by excess 7Li, so individual laser peaks were not
resolvable. Therefore, the observed spectra shown in future sections represent our best
attempt at an energy calibration based off of the best known values of the 7Be decay energies.
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Figure A.3: Laser Calibration Data Fits [17]
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APPENDIX B












B.12 using namespace std;
B.13 using namespace CLHEP;
B.14 using namespace std::chrono;
B.15 typedef std::chrono::high_resolution_clock Clock;
B.16
B.17 double initialZPosition = −50*nm;
B.18
B.19 TH1D *totalHisto1 = new TH1D("totalHisto1", "Total E_dep/decay",2500000,0.,500000);
B.20 TH1D *totalHisto2 = new TH1D("totalHisto2", "Non−gamma E_dep/decay",2500000,0.,500000);
B.21 TH1D *totalHisto3 = new TH1D("totalHisto3", "Electrons generated/decay",1000000,0.,200000);
B.22 TH1D *singlesHisto1 = new TH1D("singlesHisto1", "Individual E_dep/interaction − all"
,30000,0.,600.);
B.23 TH1D *singlesHisto2 = new TH1D("singlesHisto2", "Individual E_dep/interaction − electrons"
,50000,0.,5.0);
B.24 TH1D *xHisto = new TH1D("xHisto", "Individual Deposits (any energy) vs X",10*cm/nm,−0.5*cm
,0.5*cm);
B.25 TH1D *yHisto = new TH1D("yHisto", "Individual Deposits (any energy) vs Y",10*cm/nm,−0.5*cm
,0.5*cm);
B.26 TH1D *zHisto = new TH1D("zHisto", "Individual Deposits (any energy) vs Z",10*cm/nm,
initialZPosition−0.5*cm,initialZPosition+0.5*cm);
B.27 TH1D *distHisto = new TH1D("distHisto", "Longest Individual Deposit per Decay",1000, 0,+1e
−7);
B.28 TH2D *electronHisto = new TH2D("electronHisto", "Number of Electrons Generated at each
energy",200,0.,200,2000,0,200000);
B.29
























B.53 t2 = Clock::now();
B.54 cout << "t2−t1: " << (std::chrono::duration_cast<std::chrono::seconds> (t2−t1)).count()
<< " seconds" << endl;











B.66 totalEnergy = 0;
B.67 totalEnergy2 = 0;






B.74 dataIn.read((char*)&x[0], x.size() * sizeof(x[0]));
B.75 dataIn.read((char*)&y[0], y.size() * sizeof(y[0]));
B.76 dataIn.read((char*)&z[0], z.size() * sizeof(z[0]));
B.77 dataIn.read((char*)&dE[0], dE.size() * sizeof(dE[0]));
B.78
B.79 // Do something with this particle
B.80 float particleEnergy = 0;
B.81 for(int j=0;j<length[i];j++){








B.89 if(particleType[i] == 11){
B.90 singlesHisto2−>Fill(particleEnergy);
B.91 if(particleEnergy > 0.0021*eV) numElectrons++;
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B.92 }
B.93 totalEnergy += particleEnergy;






B.100 t3 = Clock::now();
B.101 cout << "t3−t2: " << (std::chrono::duration_cast<std::chrono::seconds> (t3−t2)).count()
<< " seconds" << endl;
B.102 }
B.103
B.104 for(int i=0;i<48;i++) getDataFromThread(i);
B.105



























Listing B.10: Custom data analysis software
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